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them to the Sp reference genome, and visually analyzed regions where multiple wtf mate reads 158 mapped ('pileups'). This yielded a map in which each wtf locus is flanked by pileups of mate 159 reads that map uniquely in the genome ( Figure 1A and 1B). To verify this approach, we applied 160 it to the Sp data and accurately detected all wtf locations. We further observed that Sp loci 161 containing a single wtf gene were typically flanked by ~ 2.2 kb wide pileups, slightly wider than the typical genomic width of a wtf gene (average 1.2 kb). Sp loci encoding two wtf genes were 163 flanked by wider (~4.4 kb) pileups ( Figure 1B, Supplemental Figure 3 ). These data suggested 164 we could use the presence and width of such pileups to identify wtf loci genome-wide.
166
We then used this approach to identify wtf loci in each of the five strains we sequenced and to 167 estimate how many wtf genes each locus contains ( Fig 1C) . In Sk and FY29033, these 168 estimates were confirmed (and in a few cases corrected) by assembly of the wtf loci from the 169 mate-pair reads (see below) and by Sanger sequencing of some Sk loci (wtf7, wtf9, wtf13, 170 wtf14+wtf15, wtf17+18, wtf33, wtf19+20, wtf23, wtf27, and wtf35) . Unlike in Sp, in each of the 171 other strains we found a few loci flanked by even wider pileups (up to~7.5 kb), suggesting that 172 these loci each contain three wtf genes (Supplemental Figure 3) . This inference was confirmed
173
by assembling 4 such sites.
175
At most of the loci we detected, we observed a symmetrical pair of pileups that were ~2.2 or strains. In addition, our method would be unable to detect more than three tandem wtf genes 188 because the locus size exceeds the insert size between our mate-pair reads (Supplemental 189 Figure 2 ). Although we did not observe loci with more than three tandem wtf genes in genomes with assembled wtf loci, this limitation could also lead to an underestimate of wtf gene numbers
191
in the genomes where we did not perform de novo assemblies.
193
Our mate-pair pileup approach could also miss additional wtf gene copies if they were found 194 within larger recently duplicated regions of the genome. To look for such wtf genes, we aligned 195 all sequence reads for each strain to the Sp reference genome and looked for regions
196
containing wtf loci where sequencing coverage was roughly twice as high as the rest of the 197 genome. We found two duplicated regions that include a wtf gene (Supplemental Figure 5) . In Figure 1C ).
206
After identifying all the genomic loci encoding wtf genes in the five strains, we combined our 207 data with the previously identified wtf landscapes in CBS5557 and Sp (24, 29) . Altogether, we
208
found that the total number of wtf genes (including pseudogenes) varied greatly between 209 strains, ranging from 25 in Sp to 38 in FY29033 ( Figure 1C ). Each locus can contain between 210 zero and three wtf genes. Overall, the locations of wtf genes were quite similar between 211 isolates: we found only four wtf loci that were not shared among all strains. Most of the variation 212 in wtf number between strains can be explained by expansion/contraction of wtf gene numbers Figure 1D ).
229
To validate this approach, we also used it to assemble Sk wtf genes we had previously Sanger 
241
There are currently three reported phenotypic classes of intact wtf genes: killer meiotic drivers,
242
suppressors of drive, and one essential gene (Sp wtf21) (11, 23, 24, 36 Table 1 ). Supplemental Figure 6 shows wtf gene names and 257 locations in the four strains.
9
Pervasive nonallelic gene conversion between wtf genes
260
To examine wtf gene evolution, we aligned their coding sequences and generated a maximum 261 likelihood phylogenetic tree. Naively, we expected that sets of genes from the four sequenced 262 strains that are found in syntenic loci would group together in well-supported clades on the tree. 
284
To analyze whether entire wtf coding sequences might be over-writing one another by gene 285 conversion, or whether only portions of the genes are involved, we performed GARD (Genetic
286
Algorithm for Recombination Detection) analysis on our coding sequence alignment to test for 287 recombination between wtf genes (Supplemental Figure 8) 
308
The division between segments along intron/exon boundaries was arbitrary: there is no reason 309 that gene conversion should show breakpoints at these boundaries. 
370
We looked for an association between the 602 previously defined Sp DSB hotspots and wtf loci 371 by calculating the distance between each end of the wtf coding sequences and the nearest DSB 372 hotspot (40). There was no DSB hotspot 5' to the first wtf gene on chromosome 3, so we only 373 considered the hotspot 3' of this coding sequence yielding 47 data points (2 ends of each of the 374 24 loci containing wtf genes minus 1). We did the same comparison for all annotated coding 375 sequences (29). We found that DSB hotspots were significantly enriched within 2.5 kb of wtf loci 376 as compared to all coding sequences. This enrichment was also significant if we only 377 considered hotspots within 1 kb ( 
407
The function of these repeats is currently unknown, but the number of repeats found in exon 6 408 can be important for conferring specificity between poison and antidote proteins (11). 
545
It is not clear why antidote-only wtf genes that act as suppressors of drive should specifically 546 spread or be maintained on chromosome 3. Loci on this chromosome bear the greatest fitness 547 cost of drivers. This is because sites on chromosome 3 are more likely to be linked in repulsion
548
(i.e. on opposite haplotypes) to drivers that will destroy gametes that inherit them instead of the 549 driver in heterozygous crosses. However, suppressors of drive are predicted to be favored at 550 any unlinked locus because they increase fertility (7). It is therefore surprising that antidote-only 551 wtf genes have not spread throughout the genome. We favor a model in which the frequent 552 gene conversion amongst wtf genes likely leads to toggling between driving and suppressing wtf 553 genes at any given locus. For example, we predict that the wtf18 gene in FY29033 is a driver, 554 but the wtf18 alleles in Sp are suppressors of drive (Figure 2A ) (11). This toggling could lead to 555 selective maintenance of wtf suppressor loci on chromosome 3 due to the mechanism 556 described above for drivers.
Rapid evolution of wtf genes

559
We observe three mechanisms driving innovation in wtf gene sequences. First, as observed by conversion affecting most wtf genes (24). We demonstrated that this nonallelic gene conversion
562
was not restricted to a specific portion of the genes and included promoters. The forces driving 563 this gene conversion will require further investigation. It is possible that the wtf genes inherently 564 undergo gene conversion at a high rate due to some intrinsic property. For example, the close 565 proximity of a subset of wtf loci to meiotic DSB hotspots could facilitate nonallelic recombination 566 within the family. It is also possible that the novel wtf sequences generated by gene conversion 
580
The third contributor to rapid wtf gene evolution is positive selection in at least the wtf7 and 581 wtf11 genes, which show an excess of amino acid substitutions (Figure 4) . Unfortunately,
582
extensive gene conversion limited our analyses to four genes. The wtf7 and wtf11 genes have 583 no known functions and are both highly diverged from the experimentally characterized wtf 584 genes and each other. The rapid evolution of these genes, however, suggests that they too are 585 engaged in genetic conflicts. We speculate that both genes are either meiotic drivers and/or act 586 as modifiers of meiotic drive.
588
Consequences of rapid evolution
589
The rapid evolution of wtf genes has led each of the strains we assayed here to contain a 590 unique suite of wtf alleles. The consequences of this wtf diversity on S. pombe fitness are profound. When nonclonal isolates of S. pombe mate to produce diploids, it is very likely there 592 will be heterozygosity at one or more wtf loci. When these diploids undergo meiosis to generate unless otherwise stated, using the 'map to reference function' for all short-read alignments. To (Steps 1 and 2 in Figure 1A ). For the other genomes, we also included the Sk wtf genes as 630 reference sequences. From those wtf-matching read pairs, we then isolated any 'partner' reads 631 that did not align to wtf genes by again mapping reads to our reference set of wtf genes 632 ('medium sensitivity' setting), this time saving only the individual reads that failed to align to any 633 wtf gene ( Figure 1A Step 3). We then took these 'wtf-partner' reads and aligned them to the Sp 634 reference genome ('medium sensitivity' setting) ( Figure 1A Step 4). This generated pileups of 635 reads flanking wtf loci. We inspected the pileups manually to infer the number of wtf genes at 636 each locus based on the width and pattern of the pileups, as described in the text. For Sk and 637 FY29033 these inferences were confirmed or corrected by assembling the wtf loci (see below).
639
Assembling wtf genes
640
To assemble the wtf gene(s) at a given locus, we used flanking unique sequences as 'bait' to 641 identify all read pairs in the region, and then performed individual de novo assemblies for each 642 wtf locus separately. This approach should avoid misassemblies that can occur in whole 643 genome assemblies at repetitive regions like wtf loci. In more detail, we first manually identified 644 coordinates of the sequence pileups described above, adding ~2 kb flanking sequence ( Figure   645 1D, orange bars under the pileups). We excluded LTR sequences and other repetitive DNA 646 sequences from these regions and denote them 'orange regions'. We identified all mate-pairs 647 that align to these orange regions ('medium low sensitivity' setting) ( Figure 1D , Step 1). We then 648 filtered those reads so that we retained only candidate wtf locus reads, and not those from 649 flanking regions. To do this, we defined two additional reference regions flanking the wtf locus 650 ('green regions') that extend the orange region to within ~500 bp of the wtf locus and by ~15 kb 651 in the other direction ( Figure 1D , green bars under the pileups). We then aligned the read pairs 652 defined in Step 1 to the green regions ('medium sensitivity' setting), retaining only individual 653 reads that failed to align to the green regions; these reads represent candidate wtf locus reads 654 ( Figure 1D Steps 2 and 3) . Finally, we assembled these candidate wtf reads using the Geneious
655
'de novo assemble' function ('medium sensitivity' setting) ( Figure 1D Step 4). We obtained 1-4 656 contigs in most of these assemblies that we were able to stitch together manually using known 657 wtf gene orientations and sequence overlaps. Gene sequences and annotations are available in
DNA sequence alignments, tree construction and sequence logos
We aligned DNA sequences of the full length wtf genes (or of wtf gene segments) in Geneious optimize tree topology branch length and substitution rate, NNI topology search) with 100 666 bootstraps. For exons 3 and 6, we aligned only sequences downstream of the repetitive regions 667 found near the beginning of those exons (Figure 3) . For wtf family-wide gene conversion 668 analysis, we used ran a command-line version of the GARD algorithm (using the general 669 discrete model of site-to-site rate variation with 3 rate classes) (37). We used Weblogo3
670
(http://weblogo.threeplusone.com) to generate sequence logos of the repetitive regions (49).
672
Analysis of selective pressures
673
For the initial dN/dS analyses, we first used Geneious to generate a codon alignment of the 674 wtf7, wtf11, wtf14 and wtf15 genes using the 'translation align' function with the default settings.
675
We then used codeml executed from PAML 4.8 to estimate dN, dS and dN/dS (runmode -2, 
679
For the extended analyses, we mapped paired-end reads from 54 additional S. pombe strains to 680 the Sp reference genome to generate consensus sequences of wtf7, wtf11, wtf14 and wtf15 in 681 the additional strains (33). The assembled sequence of these genes are available in GenBank 682 (accession no. MH837181-MH837192 and MH837231-MH837430). We then codon-aligned a total of 57 sequences for each gene, and removed redundant sequences from each alignment 684 using a custom script. We used the GARD algorithm (via the DataMonkey website) to screen 685 each alignment for evidence of gene conversion (using the general discrete model of site-to-site 686 rate variation with 3 rate classes) (37). GARD did not find evidence for gene conversion in the 687 wtf7, wtf11, wtf14 or wtf15 alignments. We also used our alignments of wtf7, wtf11, wtf14 and 688 wtf15 as input into the BUSTED algorithm (44), run via the DataMonkey website, to test for 689 positive selection on a subset of sites in a subset of lineages. We also generated phylogenies 690 from each alignment using PHYML (50) (GTR substitution model, 4 substitution rate categories, 691 estimating the proportion of invariant sites) and used these trees and alignments as input to the positive selection at a subset of sites, to each of two control models, model 7 (M7) or model 8a (M8a). In each case we compared twice the difference in log-likelihoods between the two 695 models with a chi-squared distribution with 2 (M8 vs. M7) or 1 (M8 vs. M8a) degrees of freedom to obtain a p-value. We used the F61 codon model and a starting dN/dS of 1, but also verified 
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